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Brand forms a huge part of any purchase, just as industry founders like Ford and Toyota are the
common choices for most vehicle purchases. However, it is also helpful to do your own research so
you can decide which brand to get prior to your purchase. A brand like Subaru has made its mark in
the automotive market with its distinct boxer engine; and models to look out for are the Outback,
Legacy, and Tribeca. In Edmonton, considered by the Financial Times to have the â€œbest economic
potentialâ€•, buying a car is a necessity to keep up with the fast life and growing economy.

Subaru Outback

The Outback is an SUV wagon that provides several ideal features without many drawbacks. It has
an elevated suspension for better ground clearance, and great interior and exterior styling details.
Other features include comprehensive power accessories, a tilt-telescoping steering column, cruise
control and a height-adjustable driver seat.

Subaru Legacy

The Legacy is a highly-acclaimed Subaru model, being the brandâ€™s longest running nameplate in the
United States. Like the Outback, this midsize family sedan comes in wide range of trim levels
offering varying levels of fuel-efficiency, horsepower and torque. Your family will surely enjoy the
comfort and reliability of the Legacy.

Subaru Tribeca

The Tribeca is the brandâ€™s first midsize sport SUV; bigger and taller than most of Subaruâ€™s utility
vehicles. Superior in look and feel, it is a hybrid of the Legacy and Outback, and can seat as much
as seven passengers. Choose from three trim levels: Premium, Limited and Touring, which provide
convenience and excellent safety features.

The Subaru Edmonton dealerships have is guaranteed to offer quality performance that wonâ€™t leave
consumers with regrets on their purchase. Other than its boxer engine, the brand is also known for
its symmetrical all-wheel drive powertrain that other auto makers have never come close to
achieving. With Subaruâ€™s boxer engine and all-wheel powertrain, expect a smooth drive and easy
maneuverability no matter what terrain and weather.

Vehicle shopping wonâ€™t burn a hole in your pocket especially when you buy the used cars Edmonton
dealerships have around. Used cars offer you the same advantages of new cars despite the huge
price difference; and most even pass as brand new. There are also flexible financing methods
available to suit your budget to make your purchase stress and hassle free.

With the quality new or pre-owned Subaru Edmonton residents can get from their trusted
dealership, drivers are sure to enjoy long hours of driving comfort. You may also contact your auto
dealership to help keep your vehicle in top condition. For more information on buying a Subaru, visit:
http://www.subaru.ca/WebPage.aspx?WebSiteID=282&WebPageID=16281.
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For more details, search a Subaru Edmonton and a used cars Edmonton in Google for related
information.
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